A
f(x) ~ -Go + E (a" cos nx + b" sm nx) ■ 2 n-l Let its conjugate series be 00 E (bn cos nx -an sin nx). n=l We denote by a%(x) the rath Cesàro mean of order a of the Fourier series of f(x). If the series E I «A*) -o-n-i(x) I n-l converges, then we say that the Fourier series of f(x) is absolutely summable (C, a) or summable | C, a\ at the point x. Further, we write (i) w(e,t)=f(e + t)-f(8),
(ii) wp(t) = {-jT | f(e + t) -f(d) \pde) P' 
A similar argument gives the same conclusion for negative t. We ask whether the condition (iii) of Chow's theorem can be replaced by the weaker conditions (vi) and (vii). Our answer is positive. In the present note, we improve Theorem C as follows:
Theorem.
Let l^p^2. If (vi) and (vii) are satisfied, then the Fourier series of f(x) and its conjugate series are summable \C, a\ for a>l/p. Mp(p,F')dp = J Í-J \F'(pe")\>d6\ dp is bounded as r-»1 -0. From the above analysis, we obtain rr f* o,(0 It(p)dp á A JL-dt.
Jo Jot2
Similarly, /i(p)dp ^ 5 -£-A. 
